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Americans Die From Medicine

(Seal Rock, OR)…The problem today is over 100,000 Americans die each year from taking
medications as prescribed according to the Journal of the American Medical Association.
Healing Breakthrough Expert and best-selling author Avital Miller says “Our bodies have a
greater potential to heal from chronic conditions than we may realize.”
Avital Miller specifies three ways in which Healing Happens:
1. Focus on your reason to live.
2. Don’t listen to everything that your doctor tells you.
3. Ask “what is the gift?”
Healing Happens, Avital Miller’s new best-selling book, reveals insight and inspiration from
eighteen health and healing experts who cured themselves and others despite dire medical
prognoses from over twenty illnesses including cancer, diabetes, and autoimmune
disorders.
Avital Miller is known for inspiring people to experience boundless energy, absolute happiness,
and true success to live the best life possible. For over fifteen years Avital has been serving
thousands of people worldwide as an award-winning international keynote speaker, healing
breakthrough facilitator, and global dancer. Her leadership background includes working as a
program manager at Microsoft, lead coach for Success Resources America, sales and marketing
director for Crystal Clarity Publishers, yoga and fitness teacher trainer, and fitness director. Her
articles have been published in Fitness Professional Online, 30 Seconds, and Sacred Dance Guild
Journal.
Healing Happens will help readers enhance their power to heal themselves through natural
healing techniques and awareness in order to comfortably, energetically, and joyfully live their
passions. Author of the Foreword in Healing Happens and TV Celebrity Host, Forbes Riley,
wrote “Avital is an ideal and much-needed healer for today’s world.” Avital adds, “Fatal
pronouncements do not have to be your fate.”
For more information about Avital P. G. Miller, LLC and Healing Happens, please visit
http://www.healinghappensbook.com.
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